INTRODUCTION
The computer program designated ARO-I (Ref. 1 ) is an effective tool for the solution of problems definable in terms of the three-dimensional, unsteady Euler equations. Unprecedented flexibility and applicability of the code to a broad spectrum of aerodynamic flows was achieved through use of a finite volume approach in Cartesian coordinates. The explicit MacCormack algorithm expressed in fine-tuned, CRAY-vectorized coding yielded a very fast solver. Unfortunately, these specific attributes which make the code so useful have delayed correction of an error in the boundary condition routine.
Proper specification of boundary conditions is a difficult problem in computational fluid dynamics, increasingly so with added dimensions and dependent variables. There are actually two fundamental problems associated with boundary conditions: (1) over-or underspecification of boundary information can create an unstable numerical system, and (2) incorrect specification will yield invalid results, often without warning. Cline (Ref. 2) , among others, has demonstrated that the theory of characteristics.can be used to deduce what information is defined in the interior flow and thus what information remains to be specified at the boundary. In principle, this solves the first problem. The second problem requires solution through experience and induction.
Application of characteristics theory to ARO-I is not straightforward because of the Cartesian frame of reference. This report presents the derivation of characteristic relations in generalized coordinates and discusses the specialization necessary for inclusion in ARO-I.
COORDINATE SYSTEMS AND NOTATION
The body-fitted computational grid is presumed given in Cartesian coordinates (x I, x 2, x3), referenced as the unbarred system. A new system, termed barred, is defined locally at a boundary point as sketched in Fig. 1 . The basis vectors in the linear barred system are constructed in the following manner. Choose el to be directed from a boundary point towards the associated interior point such that ~l.ff=l where ~'is the inward unit normal to the boundary. Select ~2 as and should C' I × -~ = 0, then select ~2 as a unit vector in an arbitrary direction perpendicular to'~. Finally, designate e3 orthogonal to "~ and e2:
The barred system is linear but not necessarily Cartesian. In general, ~] is not orthogonal to e3. The ~l axis is directed through the interior point, and the ~2 and ~3 axes lie in the tangent plane.
From Eqs. and the reciprocal basis vectors are given by
~1 =~2xe3ffiff
(5)
It should be noted that ~l, el, ~, and e3 lie in the same plane; that ~1, e2, and e3 are orthonormal; that ~1 and ~3 are of the same magnitude; and that
(s)
Since both the barred and unbarred systems are linear, the transformation between them is expressible as a matrix of constants, 
The magnitude of the velocity vector is given by q = N/g jk uj Uk = N/r~jk uJ ~k = ~
For subsequent reference, frequently used expressions and their associated inverses are grouped below:
The "o" subscripts in Eq. (22) refer to the specific boundary point which is the origin of the barred system. Since the unbarred system is Cartesian, ej = eJ. Scalars, such as Q and p, are the same in both systems and are not barred.
Since the barred system is linear, the metric tensors are constant throughout space. Thus, the Christoffel symbols are zero, and covariant differentiation is simply partial differentiation, such as
In spite of the barred system's having been completely defined here, actual implementation of characteristic boundary conditions does not require computation of the second and third basis vectors or components.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EULER EQUATIONS
The Euler equations can he written as (36)
Thus, the derivatives with respect to t and R1 are kept on the left-hand side, defining a reference plane that can be easily treated by the theory of characteristics; everything else is transposed to the right-hand side.
Let ~ and I" be an eigenvalue and eigenvector defined by The left-hand sides corresponding to the five eigenvectors are dO dp da~
TIA dQ = dp + aQ dfi----~-I dt ' dt dt ]~. d__~Q = dp _ a2d--~Q dt dt dt Another pair of products can be reduced using Eqs. (12), (14), (21), (23), (24), and (33) to yield
Let ii be the components of ~"
then, from Eqs. 
(65)
The significant simplification here is that the local coordinate system dependence is removed and the equations are expressed in a global Cartesian system consistent with ARO-I. The 
The first three compatibility equations do not involve fi2 or fi3. It is desirable to eliminate these components from the fourth and fifth equations as well. Combining Eqs. 
Consider the system of three equations, Eq. (74) and Eq. (73) with s = 2 and 3. Note that since the unbarred system is Cartesian, Uk = U k, and the system can be written 
The rows of the coefficient matrix are the components with respect to the unbarred coordinates of [i, [2, and ~3 , which are orthonormal. Therefore, the coefficient matrix is orthogonal and its inverse is its transpose. Thus, one can directly solve Eq. (75) to obtain
The fourth and fifth compatibility equations can therefore be replaced with Eq. (76) with k = 1, 2, and 3, which does not involve fi2 or fi3 or the components of [2 or [3. This represents a significant reduction in computational burden. Knowledge of the tangent-plane variable dependence is not required for implementing characteristic boundary conditions out of the plane.
FINITE-DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATIONS
All of the right-hand sides of the compatibility equations involve the quantity
For purposes of constructing finite differences of Eq. (77), three pairs of points are chosen. Led d~ be the k'th component with respect to the unbarred system of a vector from the boundary point to one of the chosen points, c~ indicating the pair (1, 2, or 3), and fl indicating which point in the pair (1 or 2). Let dr. be the vector from the first point of the ~,-pair to the second, and let d k be its components with respect to the unbarred system; then This approximation is valid in a small region, limited to the neighborhood where the secondorder terms of Eq. (81) are negligible.
The procedure for computing (~ is summarized as follows: (1) The solution is known at time t = t~, and it is desired to update the variables on the boundary (~l = 0) at t = t2. Three characteristic lines are constructed in the (t, ~I) plane intersecting the boundary as sketched in Fig. 2 . The analysis can be divided into five cases: a. subsonic inflow b. supersonic inflow c. subsonic outflow d. supersonic outflow e. solid wall For boundary condition considerations, the terms subsonic and supersonic refer to the normal component of the velocity. At the solid wall the normal component is zero, and only one case is needed. In Fig. 2 , the flow is known at the points marked with circles since these points are inside the computational region at t = t]. The time step At = t2 --tl (89) as determined by the Courant-Friedrich-Lewy stability criterion in ARO-I is such that the circled points are on the ~] axis between the boundary point and the associated interior point. Therefore, the values at points designated by circles can be obtained by interpolation rather than extrapolation. The flow is undefined at the points marked with triangles since these points are outside the computational region at t = tl; thus the compatibility equations along the characteristic lines passing through the triangles cannot be used and must be replaced with user-specified boundary conditions. For supersonic inflow, none of the characteristic lines can be used, which means that at such boundary points all flow variables must be specified. For supersonic outflow, all of the characteristic lines are used, which means that nothing can be specified; the flow at the boundary must be a result of the flow calculations. The remaining three cases will be treated separately. where the direction cosines, e j, are specified at the boundary; alternately, a zero derivative could be specified which requires the flow direction at the boundary to be the same as at the associated interior point. As shown in Fig. 3 , the point designated II is the interior point that was used to define the barred coordinate system, evaluated at time t=. All finite differences in Eqs. (95) through (98) are taken between the points 02, the boundary at time t2, and CI, the characteristic point in the interior at time tl. Equation (91) is valid only along this characteristic direction. In summary, the procedure for updating the dependent variables Q at the subsonic inflow boundary point 02 is as follows: from Eq. (23), where W~ are the components of ~'in the unbarred Cartesian coordinate system.
From Fig. 3 , to first-order accuracy, the characteristic slope at 02 is approximated by that at 01 to yield (74)], they are of rank two; therefore, one further condition remains to be specified. It will be taken as a specified static pressure, p. For practical applications, pressure is specified at one isolated boundary point and zero gradient in the outflow direction applied at all other boundary points.
Referring to Fig. 4 , the solution is known at time tl at the points 01 and I1 and, through interpolation, at the characteristic points Bl and Cl. The procedure for updating the dependent variables Q at the subsonic outflow boundary point 02 is, from Eqs. (22) which is solved to yield u~2 which then completes calculation of Q02 at the subsonic outflow boundary.
SOLID WALL BOUNDARY
Information from the flow is transmitted to a solid wall boundary (see Fig. 2d ) via the same characteristic lines as in the subsonic outflow case, Eqs. It should be recognized that Eq. (131) can be relaxed to permit a specified surfacenormal velocity to allow imposition of an auxiliary wall boundary condition. For example, viscous boundary-layer effects on the inviscid Euler solution can be included using the concepts developed in Ref. 4 .
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Characteristic boundary conditions as described herein have been implemented in the three=dimensional, time=dependent Euler solver known as ARO-I, Experience with the modified code to date indicates improved accuracy of the solutions, particularly for internal duct flow computations with subsonic inflow/outflow conditions, However, the accuracy improvement relative to the solid wall boundary conditions using zero normal pressure gradient is significantly less than expected. Vorticity is generated at curved surfaces and manifested as total pressure losses which are convected streamwise. Characteristic boundary conditions reduce the magnitude of these losses by only a few percent. Computational grid refinement appears to be necessary to minimize the total pressure loss, but, since ARO-1 is an explicit code, the associated increase in computer time is generally prohibitive.
The ARO-1 code is routinely used to enhance the ground test capabilities of the wind tunnels and engine test facilities at AEDC. The assumption of zero normal pressure gradient as a wall boundary condition has proven to yield sufficiently accurate solutions for most engineering applications. Whenever increased precision is deemed necessary, both grid refinement and characteristic wall boundary conditions must be employed. 
